
 
 

INSTRUCTIONS ON HOW TO FILE AN FAA NOISE COMPLAINT: 
 
LINK TO FILE FAA NOISE COMPLAINT:   https://noise.faa.gov/noise/pages/noise.html 
 
Once on the form, to file a general noise complaint about flight paths, you can fill in just the 
fields as indicated below.  If you wish to report a specific event at a specific time, then you can 
complete every field on the form to do so.  The suggestions below are for general noise 
complaints. 
 
First Name:  Your first name 
Last Name:  Your last name 
Email address:  Your email address 
Event Street:  Your address or problem address, city, state, and zip 
Approximate Start Date:  Use today's date or the date the issue started; time not necessary 
Approximate End Date:  you can SKIP this entry 
Description/Questions:  Here is where you should describe the noise issue(s) you are having; 
describe to your knowledge if the issue is departing or arriving traffic, morning, or evening 
Aircraft Type:  you can SKIP this entry 
Aircraft Description:  you can SKIP this entry 
Airport Name/Source:   Phoenix Sky Harbor Airport 
Repeat Occurrence: Yes, assuming the issue is one that is continual 
Did you Contact the local airport:  Yes if you also filed a complaint with Sky Harbor,  
otherwise No 
Other Officials Contacted:  You can SKIP this entry 
Response:  Yes or No; the FAA states it will only respond once to the same submitter and same 
issue, but it does not mean it will not tally additional complaints.  Say NO for subsequent 
complaints. 
Click - I am not a Robot 
Click - Submit 
 
You will then receive an email from the FAA asking you to verify the submission.   
You MUST click on the link in the email to verify and to have your complaint registered. 
 
You are then finished and you may send as many complaint forms as you wish; but as stated 
above, the FAA says it will only email you back with a specific response one time.  Be aware, the 
FAA may change this process at any time. 
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